Abstract— Change impact analysis is the challenging area for research because of its complexity and the fact that studying software change requests consumes the largest amount of time during software maintenance. This paper addresses the problem of creating initial impact set that will provide the basis for change impact analysis. The approach can be applied on software business applications that intensively use databases and have graphical user interface that reflects database structure. The approach to code instrumentation that enables tracking a user session on the visual forms level, and a model of initial impact set that is created based on the session trace and software architecture are presented in the paper. Real setting implementation provides the evidence that this approach could be used in the practice.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software products are used in different environments. In these environments, software products should change in order to remain useful. There are many reasons for change [1]: bugs or defects that should be repaired, evolving business require updating existing software to keep them aligned with user requirements, and renovation of legacy applications in order to retain business value. Majority of change or modification requests originate from clients. These changes lead to maintenance activities that should ensure proper software functioning in evolving environments. Although improvement of maintenance processes should enhance software quality, researchers tend to develop isolated and very specific technical solutions, which are quite challenging to apply in software industry [2].

Software change request process or software modification process is an essential sub-process in software maintenance [2][3]. Therefore, improvements in this process should significantly contribute to maintenance efficiency, and also to software quality and stability. This is especially important since the largest costs in software life cycle are software maintenance costs after initial software delivery [4].

All change requests should undergone analysis before implementation. This analysis includes both technical and non-technical aspects of the change. Based on the analysis results, the change will be accepted or rejected. This analysis is governed by a certain acceptance criteria focusing on the consequences of accepting (or rejecting) the change [5]. According to Poo and Chung [6], the largest amount of time during software maintenance was spent on requests studying. This identifies change impact analysis as the crucial phase in software change process. Impact analysis is the activity in software maintenance that helps estimating what will be affected in software and related documentation if a proposed change is going to be implemented [7]. In practice, impact analysis should provide methods for identifying all elements of a software product affected by a proposed change and for identifying the potential consequences of the change [8]. Impact analysis should enable the propagation of the required change from the business rules level in a business environment to the level of source code in a software product [9]. However, software professionals do impact analysis intuitively after examination of code and documentation [10], and even experienced professionals do not accurately predict sets of change [11].

Due to the existence of the large costs in software maintenance, and inherent complexity of impact analysis, this field requires development of methods and tools that would improve practice. This paper addresses the problem of impact analysis of a software change and presents an approach to the automatic generation of the initial impact set for proposed change. The problem is addressed in the development phase of a software product life cycle through extension of software architecture and instrumentation of code. The approach can be applied on software applications that extensively use databases, and have graphical user interface that reflects relationships in the database [12].

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In the background section are briefly discussed the work related to code instrumentation and software change impact analysis with the focus on the initial impact set. An approach to the instrument code in a software application in order to create user session trace and initial impact set for proposed change request is presented in the third section. Implementation in a real setting is presented in the fourth section. The last section of the paper contains concluding remarks and further research directions.

II. BACKGROUND

This work addresses many fields in software engineering, such as software architecture, software maintenance management, change impact analysis, and code instrumentation. However, the focus in this paper is on the approach to code instrumentation that enables creation of user session trace. This session trace is later used as a part of an initial impact set for change impact analysis. Therefore, this section presents related work in the fields of code instrumentation, and change impact analysis regarding initial impact set.
A. Code Instrumentation

Code instrumentation is the act of modifying the code of an existing application with the aim to enhance understanding or modifying application behavior [13]. It is used in various fields such as debugging, logging, visualization, and performance evaluation and distributed computing.

Code instrumentation techniques are suitable for obtaining information that will help in improving quality, correctness and other software product characteristics [14]. This information includes execution speed, memory and processor usage, stack calls, the trace of usage or other appropriate parameters of the execution. Instrumentation can be static or dynamic. Static instrumentation is implemented before a program runs, while dynamic is implemented during the program execution.

Instrumented code gather information about specific aspects of a program execution, but it should not influence the program execution and the feeling user have with the program [15]. Instrumented code is usually realized as small blocks of code that can call library functions that solve specific instrumentation tasks [16]. Code instrumentation may introduce additional costs during software development and increased usage of resources during the execution. Therefore, instrumented code must be optimized in order to reduce its influences on the software execution [17][18].

Tasks that track program execution are asynchronous. Instrumented code that implements program execution tracking usually creates an appropriate dynamic structure in the memory (for example, a list of specific events) that will be analyzed later [19]. Dynamic usage of applications can be tracked by using program paths or executable sequences for selected elements in a program [20].

B. Initial Impact Set

Impact analysis and change management techniques are necessary in software maintenance for avoiding unpredictable consequences and delays in change implementations. Change impact analysis follows submission of change request. This analysis includes both technical and organizational aspects of a change. Impact analysis should help in solving situations when one, at the first sight small change in one software element, results in a set of more complex changes in the whole software product. The iterative nature of the basic software change impact analysis process is presented in Fig. 1 [21].

The following sets of objects can be identified in the impact analysis process presented in Fig. 1 [8]:

- Starting impact set. This is the initial set of objects affected by proposed change. This set is based on the software change request analysis.
- Candidate impact set. Set of software objects that are estimated to be affected by the change. This set changes during the analysis.
- Actual impact set. Set of objects that will be modified when a change is going to be implemented. This set may vary because there are many ways to implement the proposed change.
- Discovered impact set. Set of objects that are not detected in an initial impact set or in previous steps during the impact analysis. Objects in this set are usually included in the actual impact set during the analysis.
- False-positive impact set. Set of objects that are over estimated in the previous steps of the impact analysis. These objects are excluded because of potential negative effects on change implementation.

The identification of the starting or the initial impact set requires analysis of a submitted change request. Literature that deals with change impact analysis is focused on identification of actual impact set [22], while the step of identifying initial impact set is not adequately investigated. Initial impact set is usually identified or proposed after manual analysis of software change request's text by programmers.

III. APPROACH

Based on the identified problems in the investigated literature an approach to the software change request process is developed. The approach focuses on the two most critical steps in the process: change request specification and change impact analysis. The approach is based on:

- Modeling a service for software change requests specification, and its integration in a software application [23].
- Modeling software architecture that enables integration of the developed service on the visual forms level [24]. At this level is modeled and used code instrumentation for tracking user navigation in the context of visual forms.
- Modeling modified software change request process that enables specification of a change request at the client side (in the context of a running application) [23][25].
- Modeling the initial impact set that is attached to a software change request during the specification phase in the process. The initial impact set is later used in the impact analysis phase of the process.

A. User Session Trace and Code Instrumentation

In this approach, code instrumentation is selected as a technique that enables user session tracking on the level of visual forms that make application graphical user interface. Static code instrumentation is used in the
approach, which means that the instrumented code is inserted into a software application before compilation of source code. Instrumented code creates a record in the form of the user session trace. This record is attached to a software change request during the specification phase in the process. Later in the process, this session trace record is used as a basis for creating an initial impact set for the required change.

This approach to code instrumentation is developed as suitable for business software applications that intensively use databases and in which user interface design reflects the underlying data structure [26][27]. This practically means that a request specified in the context of a visual form associated to an entity can influence visual forms and other related elements of software architecture that are associated to other entities that are in the relationship with the current one. Software architecture is designed to facilitate localization of a change in a set of software elements. This approach to application architecture design, with logical packages associated to each entity in database and visual interface that reflects database structure, enables automatic creation of an initial impact set.

Due to the fact that the user interface reflects relationships in the database, created session trace record can be used for identification of visual forms related to the current one. The related visual forms are visual forms directly accessible from the current form. These related forms could be accessed in the following ways:

- Selecting menu items from the main menu on the main application form,
- Zooming related values on current visual form for working with one record of current entity, and
- Through operations available in form toolbar on the forms that handle one entity or a set of entity records (table of records).

The following abbreviations were introduced for code instrumentation depending on the place in a visual form source code where the instrumentation is implemented:

- **Code Instrumentation for Form Activation (CI_FA)** is used for tracking form activation. It is implemented in form constructors. This means that there can be more than one place with instrumented code depending on the available ways for form activation.

- **Code Instrumentation for ZOoming activity (CI_ZO)** is used with a zooming activity [26]. It is implemented in the code that handles an action associated to a zoom button. The exact place of the instrumented code is before the call of the other form constructor that implements the zooming activity.

- **Code Instrumentation for REturn (CI_RE)** is used for tracking return to a form previously activated. In this case, the form will not be initialized. It is implemented in the segment of the form source code that deals with the operations that call (activate) other forms. The exact place of the instrumented code is after the call of the other form constructor.

- **Code Instrumentation for operations activated with Toolbar Buttons (CI_TB)** is used in the case when the other form is activated through the operation associated to the toolbar button. The common situation is when a user works on the form with the tabular representation of multiple records and needs to activate a form for managing a single record of the current entity. Typical operations are creation of a new record or change of an existing one. It is implemented in the segment of the form source code that deals with the operation associated to the selected toolbar button. The exact place of instrumented code is before the call of other form constructor.

- **Code Instrumentation for Menu Items (CI_MI)** is used in the case when a form is activated from the menu item on the main application form. It is implemented in the segment of the form source code that deals with the operation associated to a selected menu item. The exact place of instrumented code is before the call of other form constructor.

- **Code Instrumentation for Initialization of user Session (CI_IS)** is used in the case when a session of a new user is started (initialized). It is implemented in the segment of the main form source code that deals with the operation associated to the login activity.

Fig. 2 presents a sample with all possible cases for using code instrumentation on the visual forms level. The sample includes also all possible ways of navigating between visual forms.

Any type of listed code instrumentations can appear many times in a particular visual form, depending on the observed context. For example, if a task related to a complex entity requires zooming values in more than one associated entities, the code instrumentation for zooming (CI_ZO) will appear in an appropriate number of places within the code of the current visual form. Another example of the multiple occurrences of code instrumentation is related to the visual form activation (CI_FA). In that case, the code for instrumentation will be included in all constructors implemented in a visual form.

The next obvious example is related to the activation of the visual forms by using menu items in the main application form. That means that the code for instrumentation of menu items' operations (CI_MI) will be attached to all operations associated to menu items that activate other forms.

**B. Initial Impact Set Model**

Initial impact set is a set of elements in a software product initially affected by a required change. This set is proposed or created before the impact analysis or in the
Figure 3. Initial impact set XML schema

beginning of the impact analysis and can be changed during the process (see Fig. 1).

Although the term starting impact set has been used in literature, in this approach the term initial impact set is adopted for the same purpose.

The basic assumption for this approach is that elements of a software application can be presented as nodes in a graph that presents the architecture of a software application [28][12]. The basis of this approach is the introduction of the term current form that represents a visual form on which the user starts a process of specifying a change request. The current form is the node from which also starts the search of a graph of software elements with the goal to find all elements affected by the change (Actual Impact Set at Fig. 1). Change impact analysis goes in three directions regarding the starting node: previous forms included in the session trace, elements in the package associated to the current form (background components and associate database table), and visual forms directly accessible from the current one.

Therefore, the following sets of elements that make software application are included in the initial impact set:

- The set of previous forms, or visual forms that had been activated before a user activated the current form. These forms, and information about the way of their activation are recorded in the session trace. The session trace is created by using code instrumentation and later included in a software change request.
- The set of elements in the package associated to the current visual form is identified from the model of the application. This set includes processing elements and storage elements that are directly associated to the current form (entity).
- The set of next forms, or visual forms directly accessible from the current form. These forms are available through zooming operations, and can be identified from the data structure in database (parsing a database script).

Initial impact set is modeled as an XML schema presented in Fig. 3. The process of forming the initial impact set consists of the following steps:

- Extracting the current form from the application context in a change request and its inclusion in the initial impact set.
- Forming a set of previous visual forms and its inclusion in the initial impact set.
- Forming a set of elements in the package associated to the current form, and its inclusion in the initial impact set.
- Forming a set of next visual forms and its inclusion in the initial impact set.
- Extracting the application name from the change request and its inclusion in the initial impact set.

Since this paper deals only with using code instrumentation for creating an initial impact set as an initial data set for the impact analysis, other sets that are part of the impact analysis process (see article [21]) will not be described in details.

IV. REAL SETTING IMPLEMENTATION

Formal verification of the developed approach is realized in virtual network laboratory VNLab [29]. A software change request service that works in the context of a running application was integrated into software application ScenarioBuilder [30]. ScenarioBuilder is used for creating and managing network scenarios described in Network Node Description Language (NNDL) [31]. Network scenarios are stored in a database. Graphical user interface, developed with Java JFC/Swing library [32], reflects the database structure. Developed service uses code instrumentation to create a session trace and to attach it to a software change request.

The most important part of a software change request for creation of the initial impact set is the application context that contains relevant data about the context in which the user starts change request specification. Data included in the application context are: information about the current form (the form name, launching time and launching way), software application name, user session start time, and the trace of all forms that were activated before the current form in the user session. Although only the current form name and the session trace will be included in the initial impact set, all other data can also be used in the impact analysis as a complement to a submitted software change request.

On the VNLab portal server is deployed a service that receives software change request with the user session trace and creates the initial impact set. Software change request is received as an XML document. XML document is transformed into a set of objects using unmarshalling...
technique available in JAXB [33] technology. Elements of the initial impact set are created as objects and serialized into an XML document by using marshalling technique available in JAXB technology. Sample XML file with the initial impact set for the software change request created in the context of the visual form for handling firewall rule FormFirewallRule is presented in Fig. 4.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents an approach to instrument software application code in order to automate the process of change request specification and creation of the initial impact set. The approach is based on the following presumptions: software application architecture is organized in logical packages associated to entities in a database, and graphical user interface reflects the structure of database. Implementation in a real setting provides the evidence that this approach can be implemented in software applications that are based on databases and have graphical user interface.

The main contribution of this research is a novel approach to creation of initial impact set as a support to change impact analysis. This is even more important if it is known that the change impact analysis is the most critical phase in software maintenance. The limitation of the presented research is the lack of empirical evidence based on the statistical analysis of the maintenance repository with software change requests and impact sets after longer period of usage. However, this constraint could be seen as a promising direction for further research.

The findings of this research suggest the following research directions: development of methods that will assist in creating actual impact set, and implementation of the approach in commercial software application and analyzing change requests and impact sets for a period of few years.
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